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WMF DIVA

Decanter stainless steel
BASIC
stainless steel 18/10,
silicone, With Close Up lid
and integrated strainer.
cap. 1,0 l, h 30 cm /
cap. 35 oz., h 11 3⁄4 in.
06.1765.6040

The elegant eye-catcher
for every occasion.

The new DIVA beverage cooler from WMF graces your table with
style and form. Whether an event, buffet or just adding some
extra class to your table, the DIVA looks great and offers optimal
space for drink bottles or carafes.
Alongside the stunning looks, the DIVA also has more to offer on
the inside: it is made up of two combinable elements, one is a
double-wall, stainless steel sleeve that can be used together with
a synthetic cooling element that ensure this work of design truly
delivers condensation-free, cool drinks.
Timeless elegance:
The rounded triangular shape, understated style and cutting-edge
look of the DIVA are truly captivating. This beverage cooler is both
practical and chic, lending a touch of elegance to any table or
buffet.
Beverage cooler
Cromargan®, double wall, stackable, 27,5 x 26,2 x 17 cm
10 3⁄4 x 10 1⁄4 x 6 3⁄4 in.
55.0124.6040

Decanter glass BASIC
Glass, stainless 18/10, silicone, black lid
opens and closes automatically.
cap. 1,0 l, h 30 cm / cap. 35 oz., h 11 3⁄4 in.
06.1770.6040
replacement decanter 60.1770.9990

Meets (almost) any requirements:
The 17 cm DIVA cooler offers maximum flexibility of use: You can fill
it with either several small bottles (up to 7 cm / 2 3⁄4 in.) or up to three
large beverage bottles (up to 10 cm / 4 in.).

The DIVA is so adaptable that it can even hold up to three BASIC
glass or stainless steel 18/10 decanters in style.

With style and elegance:
For a truly stunning table decoration, several
beverage coolers can even be fitted together to
form a perfectly straight line or rounded circle.

Clean lines:
The synthetic cooling element, that is designed in a modern crushed
ice look, is removable, can be cooled in the freezer compartment, and
can also be used without the stainless steel cooler – a true all-rounder.
After being pre-cooled in a freezer, the cooling element can chill the
drinks inside the stainless-steel cooler for at least three hours with
a room temperature of 20 °C. The stainless-steel element can also
be used on its own and filled with items such as crushed ice. Your
bottles of champagne and sparkling wine will never have looked more
sophisticated!
Cooling element
plastic, with cooling core for freezing, stackable
25,3 x 24 x 13,3 cm / 10 x 9 1⁄2 x 5 3⁄4 in.
55.0125.9990

Perfectly shaped, down to the detail:
The dishwasher-safe cooler and its plastic elements
have dropped edges, meaning that they can be
stored stacked together, thereby taking up as little
space as possible.
Perfect for meeting and conference rooms.

Ideal for the table:
The coolers double wall stainless-steel
element prevents condensation from
forming on the outside. This means
that it can be placed directly on a
table, which creates a cleaner
look as well as being convenient.
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